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Molung Hydropower Company Limited: [ICRANP-IR] BB and [ICRANP] 

LBB/A4+ assigned 
 

April 5, 2021 

Summary of rated instruments 

Instrument * Rated Amount (NPR Million) Rating Action 

Issuer Rating NA [ICRANP-IR] BB; Assigned  

Long-term Loans 945.41 [ICRANP] LBB; Assigned 

Short-term Loans  50.00 [ICRANP] A4+; Assigned 

Total  995.41  
* Instrument details are provided in Annexure-1 

 

Rating action   
ICRA Nepal has assigned an issuer rating of [ICRANP-IR] BB (pronounced ICRA NP issuer rating double B) to Molung 

Hydropower Company Limited (MHCL/ the company). ICRA Nepal has also assigned a long-term rating of [ICRANP] LBB 

(pronounced ICRA NP L double B) and a short-term rating of [ICRANP] A4+ (pronounced ICRA NP A four plus) to the bank 

limits of MHCL. 

 

Rationale  
The assigned ratings derive comfort from MHCL’s operational 7-MW project. The ratings also factor in the low tariff and 

offtake risks, given the already signed long-term power purchase agreement (PPA) with the Nepal Electricity Authority (NEA, 

the sole purchaser and distributor of electricity in Nepal) at pre-determined tariff rates and escalations. The company has 

negotiated a stretched repayment tenure for its bank loans with lender banks (from 15 years to 17 years), which coupled 

with the proposed IPO plans and its subsequent utilisation to reduce bank loans is likely to lower the company’s debt burden, 

improve its debt coverage ratios and ease the liquidity pressure on the company (assuming full subscription of IPO). The 

rating action also factors in the promoter support to the company as evidenced from the funds provided by MHCL’s 

promoters during the period of stretched liquidity. ICRA Nepal also considers the positive demand outlook for the energy 

sector owing to the supply-demand gap as well as the increasing energy consumption in the nation. 

 

Nonetheless, the ratings remain constrained by the project’s moderate evacuation risks. The 33KV transmission line that 

evacuates the energy from MHCL’s powerhouse to NEA is currently being shared with another project in the region, pending 

the completion of NEA’s 132 KV transmission line in the region. This sharing of the transmission line has required MCHL’s 

project to operate in reduced capacity to avoid outages and tripping losses. This has in turn resulted in moderate operational 

performance—the project generated only ~71% of the contracted energy for year ending FY2020. ICRA Nepal notes the 

delays in principal repayment during the quarter ending January 2021, which was condoned by the banks as the banks and 

the developer were in the restructuring talks before the delay. The ratings are also impacted by the absence of a deemed 

generation clause in the PPA, which exposes the project to high hydrological risks, without receiving any compensation from 

NEA in case of any adverse flow in the river. The ratings are also constrained by the short supply penalty and/or loss of 

revenue that the company might face for the differences between the availability declaration (AD) and the actual energy 

supplied, as indicated in the PPA. The ratings are also constrained by the counterparty credit exposure of NEA, which has a 

moderate financial profile. However, this is mitigated by the recent improvement in NEA’s financial indicators, its track 

record of timely payment to power producers, as well as the sovereign support of the Government of Nepal to NEA. 

 

Going forward, the completion of 132 KV transmission line by NEA and the release of the 33KV line for the use by MHCL will 
have a bearing on its future generation capacity and therefore revenue prospects. Moreover, timely issue and subscription 
of IPO, project’s hydrology and interest rate volatility will also remain key drivers for determining the project’s return metrics 
and debt coverage indicators. Any delays in bank loan repayments in future will also remain a key rating sensitivity. 
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Key rating drivers  
 

Credit strengths 
Strong promoter profile - MHCL’s major promoter ANAK Hydropower Co. P. Ltd. ANAK Hydropower Co. Ltd. is a subsidiary 
of ANK Construction P. Ltd, which has been involved in various major project development including the longest bridge of 
Nepal-Karnali Geruwa Bridge at Kothiyaghat (1015m), second longest Bridge at Sisaniya- Dang, Kathmandu Tourism Service 
Building at Bhrikutimandap, ICIMOD Headquarters at Khumaltar and Employees Provident Fund Building Complex at 
Lagankhel, among others. Also, MHCL has been receiving financial support from its promoter companies to meet its liquidity 
need and maintain the debt repayment capacity, which reaffirms the promoter support to the company. 
 
Comfortable debt service coverage ratios over stretched repayment tenure - The repayment tenure of the company as per 
supplementary loan agreement was 15 years, which has now been stretched to 17 years as per the agreement between 
MHCL and banks. Moreover, the principal repayment has been reduced considerably for FY2021 and FY2022 to provide for 
the lower revenue generation of MHCL due to the transmission line constraints. At the same time, the management plans 
to float the IPO and use the proceeds to downsize the bank loans. The stretched repayment tenure coupled with the 
management’s plan to downsize the project loans through IPO proceeds is likely to improve the debt repayment capacity of 
the company.   
 
Low tariff and off-take risks because of already-signed long-term PPA at predetermined tariffs and escalations - The tariff 
risk is low as the company has a 30-year PPA with NEA for its entire project capacity of 7 MW. The pre-defined tariff rates 
are NPR 4.8 per kWh for the wet season (mid-April to mid-December) and NPR 8.4 per kWh for the dry season with a 3% 
annual escalation clause in the base tariff till five times. 
 

Credit challenges 
Moderate evacuation risk - The 7MW project of MHCL is evacuating its energy through 33kV transmission line to 
Okhaldhunga substation, as per its PPA arrangement. MHCL is also sharing this line with another 23.5MW project in vicinity 
(pending the completion of 132 KV line by NEA) which has forced MHCL to operate at a relatively low capacity, especially 
during the wet seasons (monsoon months) where the generation potential is relatively higher.  Moreover, the 33 KV line is 
a part of ~150 km long network, which witnesses frequent tripping and fault, thereby reducing the generation performance 
of MHCL.   
 
Weak operational performance - The project has been operational since March 2018; and for the year ending FY2019, the 
project operated at a net PLF of 34% versus the contract PLF of 58%, generating ~59% of contract energy. Also, for FY2020 
the operating 7MW Molung Khola HPP generated 71% of the contracted energy operating at a PLF of 42%. For 6MFY2021, 
the project has supplied ~62% of the contract energy. The weaker generation is mainly because of the above-mentioned 
evacuation problems. 
 
High hydrology risk due to lack of deemed generation clause in PPA - Lack of a deemed generation clause in the PPA exposes 
the project to high hydrology risk in case of any adverse river flow scenarios without receiving any compensation for such 
losses. Additionally, the source rivers are ungauged that escalate the risk to some extent.  
  
Analytical approach: For arriving at the ratings, ICRA Nepal has applied its rating methodology as indicated below.  

Links to applicable criteria:    

Corporate Credit Rating Methodology  

Issuer Rating Methodology 

 

About the company   
Molung Hydropower Company Limited (MHCL), incorporated on November 28, 2019, as a public limited company, was 
established with the objectives of investment and development of hydropower project. The paid-up capital of the company 
as of mid-Jan 2021 is NPR 435.5 million, which is 100% promoter held. As on date, the major promoters include Ms. Anak 
Hydropower Co. P. Ltd. (~54%), Ms. Suryamaya Maharjan (~20%), Mr. Kabin Maharjan (~17%), Mr. Nabin Maharjan (~8%) 
and other three shareholders, aggregately holding nominal shares worth ~1% of the total paid-up capital. 

http://www.icranepal.com/
https://icranepal.com/methodologyPDF/CorporateCreditRatingMethodology08292018.pdf
https://www.icra.in/Rating/ShowMethodologyReport/?id=464&Title=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating%20Methodology&Report=Corporate%20Credit%20Rating,%20Methodology,%20Mar%202017.pdf
https://www.icranepal.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/IssuerRatingMethodology15042019.pdf
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The company is operating a 7MW Molung Khola HPP in Okhaldhunga district, Province 1 of Nepal. The project is a run of the 
river (R-o-R) type and has been developed at 40% probability of exceedance (Q40). The project commissioned from March 
26, 2018 i.e., a month prior its Required COD of April 2018. Similarly, the project was developed at the total project cost of 
~ NPR 207 million at approximate debt equity (D:E) of 69:31.  
 

Key Financial Indicators 

Amount in NPR million 
Audited Provisional 

FY2019 FY2020 6MFY2021 

Operating Income (OI) 113 141 80 

Profit after tax -103 -28 -29 

OPBDITA/OI (%) 63% 77% 85% 

ROCE (%) 25% 5% 4% 

Total debt/Tangible net worth (TNW; times) 4.67 4.46 5.03 

Total Outside Liability/TNW (times) 5.19 4.84 5.47 

Total Debt/OPBDITA (times) 14.10 9.11 7.22 

Interest coverage (times) 0.76 1.23 1.27 

DSCR (times) 0.37 0.92 1.23 

NWC/OI (%) -53% -11% -11% 

 
 

Annexure-1: Instrument details  

Instrument *  
Rated Amount 
(NPR Million) 

Rating Action  

Issuer Rating NA [ICRANP-IR] BB; assigned 

Term Loan (long-term; fund-based)   945.41 [ICRANP] LBB; assigned 

Working Capital Loan (short-term; fund-based)  50.0 [ICRANP] A4+; assigned 

Total   995.41   
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About ICRA Nepal Limited  
ICRA Nepal Limited, the first Credit Rating Agency of Nepal, is a subsidiary of ICRA Limited (ICRA) of India. It was licensed by 

the Securities Board of Nepal (SEBON) on October 3, 2012. ICRA Nepal is supported by ICRA Limited through a technical 

support services agreement, which envisages ICRA helping ICRA Nepal in areas such as rating process and methodologies, 

analytical software, research, training, technical and analytical skill augmentation.  
 

Our parent company, ICRA Limited, was set up in 1991 by leading financial/investment institutions, commercial banks and 

financial services companies as an independent and professional investment Information and Credit Rating Agency. Today, 

ICRA and its subsidiaries together form the ICRA Group of Companies.  
 

For more information, visit www.icranepal.com   
 

ICRA Nepal Limited, 

Sunrise Bizz Park, 6th Floor, Dillibazar, Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Phone: +977 1 4419910/20 

Email: info@icranepal.com 

Web: www.icranepal.com 

 

All Rights Reserved.  
Contents may be used freely with due acknowledgement to ICRA Nepal.  

 ICRA Nepal ratings should not be treated as recommendation to buy, sell or hold the rated debt instruments. The ICRA Nepal 

ratings are subject to a process of surveillance which may lead to a revision in ratings. Please visit our website 

(www.icranepal.com) or contact ICRA Nepal office for the latest information on ICRA Nepal ratings outstanding. All information 

contained herein has been obtained by ICRA Nepal from sources believed by it to be accurate and reliable. Although reasonable 

care has been taken to ensure that the information herein is true, such information is provided ‘as is’ without any warranty of 

any kind, and ICRA Nepal in particular, makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness 

or completeness of any such information. All information contained herein must be construed solely as statements of opinion 

and ICRA Nepal shall not be liable for any losses incurred by users from any use of this publication or its contents. 
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